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SoSleeted As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

First...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

United Press

IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, May 14, 1957

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVIII No.

115

NOEL COLE IS KIDNAPPED EARLY TODAY
BY TWO MEN IS BEATEN WITH PISTOL
Deadly Flurry
Of Storms In
Texas Cease

Mies Margery Ann Gepner
The entry of National Stores
in the Miss Murray JayCee contest is, Miss Margery Ann Gepner. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Gepner and is 20
years old. She has brownette
lour and hazel eyes.
Miss Gepner is active on the
campus and has received a number of honors during her stay
at Murray State.
She has been named to Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities.

Jury Rules
In Favor
Of Neither
A two year old couA ifruggle
was ended yesterday when a
jury in Calloway County Circuit
Court ruled that both the plain1ff and the defendant were
negligent in an auto mishap.
W. T. Kingins, New Concord,
had brought suit against 0. L.
Parrish and Thomas M Knott
of Paris, following an accident
on a gravel road near the state
line on May 22. 1955.
The jury decided that neither
party would be subject to fine
in the "no contest" verdict. Judge
k H. Lovett dismissed the jury
Thursday morning when
court will resume.

Instructor's Class
Now Going On At
College Pool
A Red Cross Instructors swimSting class began last night at
seven o'clock at the Murray
State College swimming pool.
Louis Gellispi, Red Cross Water Safety Representative f o r
western Kentucky, is instructing
the class.
To be eligible to participate
in the class one must hold a
current senior life saving card.
Those who are, interested and
pressed the class last night are
lisked to be at the pool tonight
at seven o'clock.
The class will be held each
evening this week from seven
to ten o'clock.

I Weather
Report
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy with scattered 'showers
and thunderstorms today and
tonight. Wednesday partly cloudy
and mild with a chance of.
afternoon showers. High today
and Wednesday in the mid 80's.
Low tonight will be in the mid

Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville 64, Lexington 62, Bowling Green 63, Paducah 66, Covington 64, London 62 and Hopkinsville 64
Evansville, Ind., 65.

Miss Nancy Weeterfieid
Miss Nancy Westerfield is the
entry of Crass Furniture Company in the Miss Murray JayCee
Contest. She is the daughter of.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Westerfield
and is majoring in home economics.
She is 19, has black hair and
brown eyes. Sewing is her hobby
and swimming is her favorite
sport.
She too is active in campus
activities.

Mies Rose 'Thurston
Miss Rose Thurston is the
entry of Denton Buick in the
Junior Chamber of Commerce
Miss Murray JayCee Contest.
She is the daughter of Ft, L.
Thurston and is majoring in
business at Murray State.
She is 20 years old, has black
hair and hazel eyes. Her hobby
is cooking and her sports are
tennis and swimming.

Rackets Committee Bags One •
Of Four Missing Witnesses
By HERBERT FOSTER
And JOHN A. GOLDSMITH
United Press Staff Correspondents
WASHINGTON
—The Senate Rackets Committee today
bagged one of four missing witnesses sin its sensational investigation of Teamster President
Dave Beck.,
U. S Marshal W Budd Parsons of Seattle, Wash., said a
deputy marshal has served a
subpena on Norman Gessert, a
cousin of Beck's wife, at Ellensburg, Wash., Monday night..
The committee has been
searching for weeks for Gessert
and the three other witnesses.
All Were last reported to have
slipped over the Canadian border to Vancouver.
The other three are Dave Beck
Sr. Beck's son; Fred Vercheuren Sr., a Teamster auditor, and
Joseph
McEvoy, husband
of
Beck's niece.
Committee Chairman John L.
McClellan has described Verscheuren as a key figure in
Beck's tarigled finances. The
other three have been described
as playing important roles In
several companies that have had
business dealings with the union.
The break in the search for

Funeral Held
Today For
Countian
Funeral services were held this
afternon at the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home at 2:30 o'clock
for Clarence Wood, age 68, who
passed away Monday morning
at 9:15 o'clock.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bobbie Wood of Murray;
one half sister, Mrs. Rue Lawson, Camden, Tenn.; two halfbrothers, Don Wood of Memphis,
Tenn., Carl Wood of Inglewood,
Calif.; three cousins, Mrs. Cleve
James, Mrs. J. T. Stall of Paducah and Dr. W. K. Wood of
Ashland.
Funeral services were conducted by Bro. J. H. Thurman
and Bre. Carlos ,Outland and
burial was in City Cemetery,
Active Pallbearers were: Cleve
James, Hubert Cochran, Gingles
Wallis. Luther Robertson, Trumn Stall and R. H. Falwell.
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of the funeral
arrangements.

the witnesses came as the committee called a Washington lawyer to ask, him whether the
Teamsters eased up on truckers
who lent money to Beck.
The lawyer — Alfons Landa —
was called to shed more light on
Beck's complex financial operations. Landa figured in the committee's testimony Monday.
The committee also summoned
A. M Burke, head of the mortgage loan department for Occidental Insurance Co. in Los Angeles. and George Newell, insurance broker for the Western
Conference of Teamsters.
(Continued on Back Page)

Unidentified Subs
Sighted Off Canada
HALIFAX, N.S. (1P+ --At least
four unidentified submarines
have been sighted off Canada's
east coast in less than a month.
The Canadian Navy is not overlooking the possibility that the
mysterious undersea craft might
be Russian.
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Dragged Screaming To Automobile
As Wife And Son Stand On Porch

TOKYO e — Men will not
14 able to escape womens' voices
even atop 5,160-foot Mt. Omine,
forbidden to women for over
1,300 years, it was disclosed
today. A new telephone has been
installed linking the foot of the
mountain with the peak. Posta:
officials ruled that women wili
be able to talk to kluddhist
iReillks at the top even though
The deadline for disposing of
females may not defile the sumexcess wheat acreage is June
mit in person.
10. according to the local ASC.
They brought out that farmers
will not be eligible to receive
price support or soil bank acreage reserve payments on their
wheat crops if any excess acreage
is left undisposed of within the
-milted time.
With marketing quotas in effect
Rumors poured in yesterday for the 1957 wheat crop, the
following a lightning scare at ASC added that farmers who
Hazel High School during an exceed their wheat allotments
electrical storm, however Prin- and who do not dispose of their
cipal Guy Lovins quickly quelch- excess acreage before the deaded them in a telephone interview line will also be subject to
with the Ledger & Times.
marketing quota penalties on
"I can find no evidence that their excess wheat. The penalty
lightning struck any part of is 45 per cent of the May 1
the building or any person in parity price fur wheat.
It." said I.ovins. Various reports
had circulated around that a
big hole was left in the brick
structure, that a girl had been
tifts_sance_a__Inirecriter _burned
a bolt.
Levis revealed that one girl
had fainted and _several more
were shaken and admitted that
the bolt was extra loud but had
apparently struck something nearby.

By UNITED PRESS
A deadly flurry of floods and
tornadoes subsidea today in the
South, but heavy rain storms
continued to batter much of
the northeset two-thirds of the
nation.
•
At least 11 persons have been
killed in storms during the past
two days, six of them in floodravaited Texas.
Four persons drowned and another was missing in.a flash flood
that caused d' ages estimated
at from $1,500,060 to $2500000
at Lampasas, T'ex. A rancher
was killed by lightning near
Hico in central Texas Monday.
A car - bus collision Sunday
night on the fog-shrouded Ohio
Turnpike killed four persons and
a woman was killed in a wind
storm that lashed Memphis, Tenn.,
Monday.
No rain of consequence fell
in Texas today for the first
time since last we. Sulphur
Creek in Lampasas was back
'fit its ImiesiLg and asisszselnt:_ I.
operations were tinderway. The
flood destroyed 38 homes in the
community of 7,700 population
near Waco and 95 per cent of
the business section was damaged or destroyed.
About 250 persons were evacuated in Dallas. but autehrities
said the Trinity River was expected to begin falling to end
the- threat of further flooding
in the city.
Tornadie winds hit in TennesThe Murray Training Chapter
see. Arkansas and Texas Monday, 43. FBLA. installed its officers
and another wind storm with Wednesday May 8 The new
gusts 'Up to 70 miles pr hour officers installed are; Jerry Shroat.
ripped Sioux City and Council President; Anita McDougal, Vice
Bluffs, Iowa, during the night.
President, Carolyn Wood, SecreAt Memphis, Tenn.. Mrs. Marie tary: Michael McCasey. Treasurer;
Carney Benson, 38, was killed Benita Maddox, Reporter.
when struck on the head by
Larry Parker the retiring presa chunk of concrete torn loose ident installed each officer, :n
from a building by a storm.
a brief candle-light ceremony.
At Conway, Ark., 21 persons.
The eighth grade students at
including nine pupils at an ele- Murray Training School who are
mentary school, wcre injured interested in business education
when a tornado raced throuien
ere invited to the meeting
the community, tearing into a for the installation and program
echool and several business buildJerry Shront. repiirted on the
ings.
FBLA State Convention and his
Teachers at the grade schi'901 outies as National Delegate.
were credited with preventing
Eugene Smith. FBLA sponsor,
possible deaths by calmly order- snoke on "your high school scheing students to crawl beneath dule and the advantage of busitheir desks when the storm hit. ness subjects in the manner in
Heavy downpours during the which they are offered."
night and early today dumped
Refreshments were served, and
1.28 inches of rain at Burwell. different business machines were
Neb.; 1.23 at Dayton, Ohio; .80 demonstrated.
at Cincirmanti; .78 at Louisville.
Michael McCaeey. reported on
and .82 at Bowling Green, Ky.
the purposes of the organization,
Forecasters said it will be and what they should mean to
fair and colder today in New every FBLA'er.
York, Pennsylvania and New
England and fair and warmer
Ten years ago (1947. the first
in the southern Rockies and isuided misisle. LOON. to be
the Texas Panhandle. Little launched from a submarine was
change is expected elsewhere.
fired by USS Cusk.

Deadline On Disposal
Of Acreage June TO

lightening
Just A Scarp

MTS Chapter FBLA
Installs Officers

The latest report came Monday
from the Placentia Bay area
where Mr. and Mrs. John Slade
of Spencer's Cove reported seeing a submarine near their home
early Monday morning. They
said the sub lay in the mouth of
the harbor, 250 yards from shore..
for half an hour before submerging.
Saturday, the St. John's (Nfld.)
Telegram quoted two of five men
who reported seeing a mysterious
submarine last Thursday. Gerald
McCarthy and Russell Sheppard,
both of Harbor Grace. said they
watched the craft as it surfaced,
maneuvered about the tricky
harbor entrance on the west side
of Conception Bay and then submerged.
The contest sponsored by the
Two fishermen saw a surfaced Murray Girl ,Scolit Associathin
sub near New Harbosr' Island In• Council for the selection of 'a
mid-April and their report was permanent name for the Girl
investigated by U.S. planes. Another report came May 2 from
Fairhaven, 18 miles notheast of
Placentia.
The Royal Canadian Navy,
which often investigates the reA :Murray State student was
ports in conjunction with the
U.S. Navy and Air Force, is re- expelled by school officials yesluctant to discuss what it has terday following a fracas late
found or what it thinks about Saturday night in which he was
the reports. But a Navy spokes- arrested by local police.
Jerome Acquisto of Clinton
man at St. John's said Monday
night the possibility that some was apprehended when he kicked
of the subs might be Russian out glass panels in a phone
booth in a rage according to
was not being overlooked.
Searches thet follow reports of informed sources.
sightings indicate that the unHe would have taken final
identified craft are not Ameri- examinatirms in two weeks to
can.
complete the present term.

Camp Sacajawea Is New Name
Selected For Girl Scout Camp
Student Expelled
After His Arrest

Scout Day Camp has been won
by Scout Beverly Lassiter of
Troop 20, it was announced by
Mrs. Jessie Fae Young, 1957 Day
Damp Dicertor. The lovely Indian
name, Sacajawea. familiar to all
students of American hist:try,
will grace the Girl Scout Day
Camp, wherever it may be located in ensuing years. Girl Scout
camping jerseys will bear the
name, Camp Sacajawea. and Scout
Lassiter will have this year's
campership as her award.
Day Camp leaders will meet
at the Scout Cabin Wednesday.
May 15, at 9:00 for a training
review of all skills for day camp
activity, and . will proceed to
this year's site, the Thomas Hargis
woods, to cook three types of
(Contineed on Bask Page)

Winner Of
Anion Award

McKinney,
Miss
Prudence
graduating-senior member of the
Moray Training School Orchestra. was the honored recipient
of the Anon Foundation Award
on Thursday evening. May 9.

Statewide Alarm Issued By
Sheriff; FBI Is Called In
A Murray resident was kidnapped this morning at
7:30 when two men appeared at his front door and askhis fifteen year old son if he was home.
Sheriff Brigham Futrell said that Noel Cole, age 37,
was called to the front door of his home at Second and

-BULLETINSheriff Brigham Futrell called the daily Ledger and
Times at 2:05 this afternoon and said that Noel Cole had

just called him from Nashville, Tennessee. He told Futrell that he was being held at the J. W. Williams Bonding Company against his will.
Futrell said he immediately wired a warrent for the
arrest of J. W. Williams, and R. B. Clull, who are allegsdly the two men who took Cole this morning.
thsclesestheirat.bs_had-au_aspagtsaAsst- •NA-Rtel4-4te want to
the front door, two men grabbed hien and demanded
that he go with thesis.
Cole refused to go so the men took him and began
to beat him over the head with a pistol. They then drug
him to a car which has been identified as having a Tennessee license.
As Cole was being dragged to the car, he screamed
for heln from his neighbors, but apparently no one
heard him. The hiree apartment house is the only home
in the immediate vicinity, with business buildings across
the street from it.
Mrs Cole sad that they threw her husband into the
ear, and coed off Thus far nothing has been heard from
Cole or his attackers.

Storms Buffet
Kentucky

Mrs. Cole. who was in the
house at the time, said she came
to the door when the altercation
'started.. grid' saw one large man
about 55 Years of ace beating
her husband 'The large man
wore a hearing aid and glasses.
The ,TATiPr Tan was a younger
man Mrs. Cole said. but (Ober
than that she could not give
anv identifying featurett.
Sheriff nitrel said that an
all state alarm has been sent
oot and that Pheriff's in adjoining counties had been notified
of the kianatining.
A wrist watch helenging to
one of the men .was found in
front of the house. It is not
known at this time whether
fingerprints can be taken from
the watch or not.
At 100 o'clock today. Sheriff
Futrell said that he had no'
further word on Mr Cole.
The kidnan car sped toward
Main street from the intersection
of Third and Maple street and
turned at the A az P store. It is
net known whether the ear turned toward town or turned toward
the lake.

By UNITED PRESS
Thunderstorms and high winds
teifreted sectionsof Kentucky
Monday night and early today
with gusts of lin to 52 miles
per. hoer reported at Loeisville
The weather bureau renorted
that. the Pariticah area was
drenched by 1 21 inches of rain
with Bowline Green ifeftie# 89
if an inch Covington AO !sellsville 79 and Richmond .43.
The winds which struck the
Louisville area knocked down
pewee lines and trees and CAli.ed
tin to $10000 amage to a branch
office of Louisville First Federal
Miss Prudence McKinney
Savings and Loan Association
during the orchestra's annual by toppling a brick wall into
Spring Concert.
the building.
•
The tin roof of a restaurant
Miss McKinney is the daughwas
blown
off
at
of
the heighth
ter
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McKinney of Calloway Avenue. of the storm, causing damage
estimated
several
at
She has been a member of the
thousand
MTS orchestra for the past sev- -dollars. Power failures were reported
in several sections of
en years as a clarinetist. She has
also been a member of the Jefferson County and some 600
Training School mixed chorus telephones knocked out of servand girl's glee club. She has ice.
participated in the Regina] Music
The control tower at Bowman
Contest, the Quad-State Chorus, Field was evecuated when winds Concert
and the Quad-State Band for reached full force.
--•
the past four years.
The Anon Foundation Award
Florida. which gets one-sixth
"An Havres Recreation in Mufor Outstanding Musicianship has
been presented to a gradpating, of the nation's tourist business sicke." - a concert of madrigal
senior member of the MTS each year, has 7,236 hotels and mu:ic will be presented by the
(Continued on Back Page)
orchestra for the past three motels.
years. The award is sponsored
by the Murray Lion's Club.

To Be
Given Thursday

Geese's Goose
To Be Cooked
*-Th LOS ANGELES 81, —Traffic
was tied up at a San Fernando
Valley intersection Sunday when
four geese stood honking at
automobile drivers who could do
nothing but toot back. A policeman who rounded up the flock
and got a nipped hand doing it
swore that if someone doesn't
show up soon to claim them the
geese's goose will be cooked.

Karl Warming Resigns As
Administrator Of Hospital

The administrator of Murray
Hospital. Karl Warming, has accepted the position as administrator of the Hardin, Memorial
Hospital at Elizabethtown effective June 17, according to an
announcement made today by
George Hart, chairman of the
Murray Hospital board.
Harold Warren, administrator
of, the ElisabethtoWn hospital
has accepted a position with the

department of hospital relations
of Blue Cross in Dallas, Texas,
The Murray Hospital board
accepted Mr. Warming's resignation at the annual meeting of
the board held last night.
Mr. Warming has served as
administrator
of the
Murray
Hospital since August 1953 riefefte •
that .he was Business Superin:
tendeht of the tierea College
Hospital for four yips. •

4. •
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Battle Huge Massac husetts Forest Fires

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED BY LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, lsuo,
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and Tee
Ames-Herald Otteber 20, 1928, and Ile West Kentuckian, January
U, 1942.
JAMES C. 411LL1AM.S, PUBLISHER

By TIM

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
as Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the beat
aiterest of our readers.

iintered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for triinsmission aa
Second Class Matter
5UBSCRIPT6OF RATES: By Cramer en Murray, Per week Me. Per
Munson 85c. In Caliootay and adjoining coimues, per year BOW, emote
'mere, $5.511.
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Week
10 Years Ago This
File
Ledger ee Times

Seems Like Old Times

THOUSANDS

OF VOLUNTEERS have joined the National Guardsmen and Civil Defense workers in battling the worst fires to attack forests in MaAachusetts in years. Here two volunteers
(International Soundphoto)
battle to control the blaze in the Plymouth area.

Major League
Leaders

High School
Students See
Much On Trip

A host of players on 10 major
league teams today probably felt
like a traffic violator waiting for
a patrolman to hand him a summons.
Six clubs already have trimmed their rosters- to the required
25-player limit, a United Press
survey revealed, but 18 more
heads will roll before the cutdown deadline ot midnight Wednesday.
In the National League, the
Cubs, Pirates, Giants and Phillies
completed transactions Monday
that enabled them to square
away their rosters 48 hours
ahead of time. The Cardinals
still qiust ,cut three. players,.the
Brava' are two over the limit,
while the Dedgers and the Redlegs each have one pink slip to
hand out.
The Tigers and the Athletics
are the only American League
teams not faced with rostertrimming worries. The Senators
and the Indians each must cut
Mute Sox
three players,
are two over, and the Yankees,
Red Sox and Orioles one each.
Senators Seat Selma
Only one game was played in
the majors Monday—the Senators downing the Red Sox, 5-3,
in a night game at Boston. This
off day enabled some of the
clubs to get a jump on the cutdown deadline.
The Giants reached the 25player limit by dumping four
men and purchasing rght-handed
pitcher Stu Miller from Minneapolis in the American Association. Southpaw John (Windy)
McCall was sold to San Francisco
of the Pacific Coast League;
pitcher Gordon' Jones was optiontd to Minneapolis, and outfielder Bobby Holman were released outright to the same club.
The Cubs purchased two infielders — picking up Bobby
Morgan from the Phillies and
acquiring Jack
Littrell from
Portland of the PCL. At the
same time, first baseman Ed
Mickelson and infielder Ed Winceniak 'swara,, sold to Portland;
pitcher Dave Hillman was optioned to the same club, and
outfielder Bob Lennon was re-

By UNITED PRESS
National League
G R H Pct.
Player& Club
Robinson, Cin.
21 20 36 .396
23 13 29 .382
Hoak, Cincinnati
23 27 39, .379
Aaron. Mil.
22 12 34 .370'
Musial, St. L.
EMMA'S, NOTE: The United
24 13 35 .365
Groat, Pitts.
Press assigned Louis Cassels to
American League
find out what high school seniors
G Ft H Pct.
Player& Club
see and do on their traditional
16 10 23 .411
Power, K. C.
spring trips to the nation's capitol.
Williams, Bos.
20 17 29 .403
Here is his report.
DeMaestri, K. C.
23 11 22 .373
Bertoia, Det.
23 8 29 .872
By LOUIS CASSELS
W L Pa GB Fox, Chicago
21 17 29 .363
14 7 .667
Home Runs
Chicago
1
2
14 8 636 /
Natonal League—Aaron, Braves United Press Staff Correspondent
New York
WASHINGTON 11/1 — The na/
2 9; Moon, Cards 6; Adcock, Braves
13 9 .591 11
Cleveland
13 11 542 215 6; Sauer, Giants, Mathews, Brav- tion's capital, seen through the
Boston
wide eyes of a high school student
12 13 .480 4
es Crowe, Redlegs all with 5.
Kansas City
/
2
American League — William, ;making the traditional senior
11 13 .458 41
Detroit
/
2 Red Sox 9; Sievers, Senators 6; class trip, is a marvelously varied
9 13 409 51
Baltimore
7 19 .269 91
/
2 Skizas, Athletics, Simpson, Ath- place.
Washington
It has the White House. and
letics. Zernial, Athletics, Mans,
Indians, Mantle, Yanks all with Glen Echo Amusement Park. It
has the Stipreme Court, and a
5.
Yesterday's Results
Chinese night club.
Runs Batted In
It is a great place to eat and
Washington 5 Boston 3. night —
National League — Aaron,
Braves 25; Hoak, Redlegs 22; buy souvenirs and drop water
(Only game scheduled).
Furillo, Dodgers 20; Sauer, Giants bombs out of hotel windowe. It
is not much of a place for sleep19; Jones, Phils 19.
Today's Games
American League — Sievers, ing. It is hard on the legs,
Senators 24; Simpson, Athletics especially when you feel compelDetroit at Boston
21; Doby, White Sox 20; Wil- led to run all the way to the
Kansas City at New York. night liams. Red Sox 18, Maria, In- top of the Washington Monu- usually is bacon - and - ham
ment.
Chicago al, Washington, night
dians 17.
and - sausage - and - eggs, with
It is a very educational place french toast
Cleveland at Baltimore, night
Pitching
and sweet rolls on
Trucks, Athletics 5-0; Sanford, for a high school senior to visit the side.
Phils 4-0; Narleski, Indians 84; in the spring — prpvided you
game Old Question
Tomorrow's Games
have infinite faith in the pronine tied with 2-0.
First stop usually is the Bureau
position that all travel is broad- of Engraving
and Printing where
Chicago at Wahieniten. night
- oyoug -people- -whopaper money is—prodUcCleveland at Baltimore, night
never been away from home ed. The sight
of $10 bills in
Kansas City at New York
without their parents before.
bales in variably prompts the
Detroit at Baltimore
An Exhausting Experience
wag of the group to inquire
These observations are based if the
By United Press
Bureau prises out samples.
NEW YORK (St. Nicholas on three days of touring Wash"They've been asking me that
Arena): Jimmy Archer, 14621o, ington with high school groups for 30-years," a sad-faced guide
Nev.' York, outpointed Tony Di- from all parts of the country. confided to this reporter. "Each
L Pct GB Blase, 148.
It was an exhausting experience, one thinks
Astroia, N. Y. (10).
it's original. Some
but jse only way to find out day I'm going to lose
16 7 696
Milwaukee
my grip
during
that
what
really
goes
on
NEW ORLEANS, La.: Herbie
Cincinnati
16 7 696
and strangle one of them."
American
eduunique
fixture
of
13 9 .591 21
/
2 ,Rodriguez, 148, New Orleans,
Brooklyn
From the Bureau to the Washknocked out Gordon Van Loo, cation — the senior class pilgrim- ington Monument is a fivePhiladelphia
13 10 565 3
capital.
age
to
the
/
2 148, Grand Rapids. Mich. (5).
11 11 .500 41
St. Louis
minute walk that merely whets
Each year about 400.000 boys the teenage
/
2
10 14 .417 61
New York
appetites for physical
and girls — one third of all exercise. They
BUILDING COSTS UP
Chicago
7 16 .304 9
arrive at the
the
the high school seniors in
/
2
555-foot monument with but one
Pittsburgh
6 18 .250 101
WASHINGTON all —The gov- country — come here on school- question in mind.
ernment reported Tuesday night sponsored tours. They come from
"First thing they ask," said
the building industry is continu- the Middle West and the Deep Joseph Eaglin, supervisor of
Yesterday's Results
ing at record dollar levels due South, from New England and guides, 'Ps what is the world
entirely to rising costs and in- the Pacific Coast.
(No games scheduled).
record for climbing the stairs
The Annual invasion begins to the top of the
creased public construction.
monument. I
A joint Commeree and Labor early in March, and by about always tell them it takes the
Department report said new con- this time of year hit a rate average person about 20 minutes
Ganes
struction starts in April .rosc to of about 8,000 a day. The average to make it up the 8911 steps.
Pittsburgh at Chicago
$3,500,000,000 — or 10 per cent stay is three days. But it is
they're off."
New York at St. Louis, night
higher than in the previous incredible how much a healthy
18-year old can see and do in
Brooklyn at Milwaukee, night
month.
72 hours if he is willing to go
Philadelphia at Cincinnati, night
without sleep — as most of them
METER TOLL
are.
Tomorrow's Games
The day's activities typically
Vandals and
CHICAGO
thieves in 1956 damaged 5,118 begin at 6 a.m, with an enormous I
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Philadelphia at Cincinnati, night Chicago parking meters so se- breakfast. No high school senior,.
Brooklyn at Milwaukee
verely that their mechanisms had apparently, considers bacon and
egs an adequate breakfast. It
to be replaced.
New York at St. Louis, night

American League

Fight Results

BRITISH FIELD MARSHALL Viscount Montgomery
(right), one-time comrade-in-arms of President Eisenhower, and the President peruse a map of the
Gettysburg Battlefield before commencing a tour of
the historic Civil War site. Montgomery is in Gettysburg, Pa., as the President's week end guest.
(International Soundphoto)

Please Vote and Elect

LEON HALE
COUNTY JUDGE
of
Calloway County

National League
W

Today's

Leon Hale has had experience working with
County Judges and Ftgcal Courts in assisticg them
in working out their problems of constructing and
maintaining state highways and county roads
throughout ,the First District.
lie has always worked diligently for the betterment of Calleway County, and has proven himself
friendly and courteous to all regardless of race,
creed or standing in lift.

MORIARTY

United Press Sports Writer

REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368
SATIONAL
Monroe, Memphis Term.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. elochigan
AV*, Chicago; 80 Bolyston St.. Bostor..

-r OnIi".•#-Pit at'Funeral
afternoon at Story's Chapel for Mrs. Nannie Cook, 73,
who dittl. Wednesday morning at her home near Story's
Chapel. Rev. F. B. Alexander and Rev. .1. R. Puckett will
conduct the services.
Clegg Austin, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin, and
Jery Williams, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Williams,
were awarded ratings of "Excellent" at the 23rd Kentucky High School Music Festival held in Lexington last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie grown announce the marriage of
their daughter, Dorothy Ann, to Paschall West, son )f
Mr. ind Mrs. Galon West, Murray. The double ring ceremony was read by the Rev. Joyce Moore of,Paducah at
Sinking Springs Church on the afternoon of May 4 at
three o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Hannah of Opelika, Ala., are
visiting her sister and family, Mr. and Mrs. Hill Gardner.
Mrs. Hannah is the former Jo Farley.
Two 51,:, weeks summer terms will be open to students June 2, according to Dean William G. Nash. From
800-900 students are expected to enroll for classes during the summer session, Dean Nash estimated.

18 Heads To Roll In Major
League Teams By Wed.

Rhode Island Solon Rescues Mamie

leased to San Diego in the PCL.
Robinson On Block
Waivers on first baseman Ed
Robinson were asked by the
Detroit Tigers who will have
to release another player by
May 25, when seeond baseman
Frank Bolling's national service
exemption expires. It is believed
another infielder will be sold
or traded by then.
The Phillies reached the legal
limit when Morgan was sold to
the 'Cubs, while the Pirates did
the seine by selling southpaw
Bob Kuzava to Columbus and
optioning catcher Danny Kravitz
to the same International League
club.
Ted Abernathy allowed only
four hits in picking up his first

v ictory of the season at the expense of the Red Sox. Herba
Flews collected three hits an
knocked in two runs to lead the
Washington attack. Ted Williams
went hitless in three official
at-bats and dropped into second
place in the American League
batting race with a .403 average.

NOW

YOU

KNOW

BOSTON
Cranberries,
for which Massachusetts is famous. were called °craneberries"
by early settlers because the
blossom and stem reminded them

of a crane's neat.

Telephone
Talk
by
F. H. RIDDLE
Your Telephone Manager

4

SPRINGTIME IS SPRUCE-UP TIME! And folks all
over town are talking about the way those smart color
telephones bring the breath of spring (and a lot of convenience) to their homes. Soft colors like ivory, yellow
the
and beige are mighty popular, probably because of
to
shades
other
Six
homes.
our
in
influence
feminine
choose from, too—gay as a spring garden—for contrast
from
or harmony with room decorations. But take a tip
steps extra
many
many,
the
like
you'll
all,
of
me. Most
you'll give our
phones will save around your home. If
story on how
full
the
you
give
we'll
ring,
Business Office a
cost.
low
at
home,
-telephoned"
"well
a
yours
to make
S
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"IT'S A GIRL!" When there's a "blessed event" in the
family the happy Dad just can't wait to get to the phone
to share the good news. And when baby comes home,
the same phone helps so many ways. It goes to the drug
store, department stores, doctor's office. And it's like that
with all of us. Just think
bow often the telephone
eases your mind ... buys
things you neetl... makes
life easier and more
pleasant every day.These
days you take your phone
for granted, and we want
you to. In days to come
you'll see lots of exciting
new things ... telephone
TV,for instance ... that
will make your phone
even more a part of
pleasant living.
•
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Science
Anchor
Teeth I

By DEL(
United Press
NEW YORK I
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TELEPHONE I IPS—Your out-of-town calls go through
twice as fast when you give the operator the number of
the person you're calling ... Your telephone cord will
never tangle again once you get a handy, stretchy spring
cord ... You solve shopping problems fast when you check
the Yellow Pages first for the product or service you need.

Auto,Truck,Privilege and
Occupational Licenses

(political advertisement)

ARE DUE AT THE CITY HALL
This Man Can Help You
Plan For A Secure Future
NEIL W. ETHERIDGE
Now Representing BMA
Murray Area!

In

ON MAY 15

Penalties Will Be Applied After

The

Let Neil Etheridge show you how
you can get the most from your
insurance doitrs with BMA proection.
Phone 1939-M
7201 2 Sycamore - Murray

June 15,1957
AUTO AND TRUCK LICENSES MUST BE,
PLACED ON WINDSHIELD

LIFE INSURANCE • ACCIDENT and HEALTH • GROUP
HOSPITALIZATION • MAJOR MEDICAL • ANNUITIES

CITY CLERK
I1USINESS MEN S

ASSURANCE

G A,
L,H I IN I HE RUSH •if Senators returning from a meeting with Viet Nam's President Diem,
Mamie Eisenhower, wile of the Preeident and her companion, Mrs. (Thrdon Alott, wife of the
Senator from Colorado, received an inadvertent "pushing around" by Capitol police clearing a
path for the legislators. Sen Theodore F. Green (0-R1). (second from right with policeman by
his side) sized up the situation. recognized the First Lady. stopped his onrushing colleagues, almost got himself in bad with the" pollee, and allowed the ladies to pass on to a luncheon.

Murray, Ky.
.1

Amin

(International Soundpboto)
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Science May
Anchor False
Teeth In Place
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK RA —The perhaps
remote - possibility that science is
learning to anchor new-teethfor-old into jaw bones in precisely the way original teeth are
anctored there-in by nature, has
bela raised by experiments at
the Naval Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, Md.
Drs. Fred L. Losee and Philip
J. Boyne demonstrated that "foreign" bone particles can be implanted in the-teeth sockets of
rhesus monkeys without arousting the rejecting "foreign body"
chemical response which now
prevents the free transplantation
of &arts from one living body
to‘nother.
The bone particles were foreign to the chemistry of rhesus
monkeys because they came from
cattle. For that reason the monkey chemistry should have rejected them. But it didn't and
the particles formed the indispensable "foundation" for a new
growth of monkey jaw bones
in living monkeys.
Made "Anoriaanic"
The beef bone had been made
"anorganic" by chemical treatment—that is, it had been milked of all characteristic beef substances which might antagonize
monkey or any other non-cattle
chemistry. At least that was the
theory. The experiments proved
it true for mouth tissues of
monkeys.
ipe theory of 'anorganic bone'
previously had been proven true
for the long bones of dogs. Since
human chemistry is no less antagOnistic to "foreign" substances
Than that of monkeys and dogs,
presumably , "anorganic" transplants will "take" in humans.
That remains to be seen.
Losee and Boyne created two
types of "defects" in both the
upaer and lower jaw bones. One
ty,i was the simple cavity which
is produced by extracting a
deeper bone cavity by removing teeth which had not yet
reared themselves up out of the
jaw bones.
Into these cavities. they put
"unorganic" beef bone particles.
Six days later, microscopic examination showed, the monkey
bone was beginning to Crow
the "foreign" invader.--

New Vaccine
Has Great(Promise
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent

Son of a slain former President
of Nicaragua, Gen. Anastasio
Somoza, chief of the Nicaraguan
Army is pictured armed with a
sub-machine gun in the field
on May 6, the day that the
Organization of American States
succeeded in getting a cease-fire
in the warfare between his country and Honduras. Gen. Somoza
is the brother of Nicaraguan
President Luis Somoza.
(International Soundphoto)
Within two weeks, the jaw tissues, were organizing a blood
supply. The new bone formation
was clearly evident after only
13 days. And there was no evidence, the scientists said, of
"foreign body reaction."
Now Self-Evident
In their report in the technical
journal, "Nature," they said that
which by now is self-evident—
"the material used could conceivably have wide application
to various oral mouth surgical
procedures."
There can be no suggestion in
these experiments that new teeth
could be made to sprout to replace extracted permanent teeth.
The point is that jaw bones can
be Made to grow around a substance placed in the sockets of
newly extracted teeth.
Say that an artificial or "false"
whole tooth could be made which
would not arouse the jaw tissues'
"foreign body reaction." Then
that tooth could, be inserted in
the cavity after the natural tooth
had been extracted and, the experiments indicate, the jaw bone
would grow around its base and
-wiener *4-securely.

WASHINGTON 8P1 — A new
vaccine which the Army tested
last winter on thousands of recruits has
lioved more than
90 per cent -effective in pi c.enting certain types of severe respiratorial infections.
Major drug companies have
already begun producing the vaccine in quantity for the Army.
Officials believe it will save
the armed services millions or
slollars a yeasiz,in.,In.
, t M. and.
medical care.
The vaccine does not prevent
the common cold. It is effective
against three types (strains 3, 4
and 7) of the so-called adeno
viruses.
These viruses, which scientists
only recently have begun to
isolate and classifly, are responsible for many of the more
severe upper respiratorial infections which ,are accompanied by
fever.The ailments they produce
are known to laymen as "grippe,"
"severe cold," virus pneumonia,
catarrhal fever, sore throat and
in/lamed eyes.
Military Strains
Strains 3, 4 and 7, against
which the net,
/ vaccine protects,
are called the -"military strains"
of adeno viruses because they
are particularly prevalent among
Army. Navy, Air Force and
Marine recruits. The Army Medical Corps estimates that 8 recruits
out of 10 come down with one
of these adeno virus infections
at some time during basic training. About 2 out of 10 have to
be hospitalized.
No one knows for sure why
the "military strains" of viruses
are so selective in their choice
of victims — preferring servicemen to civilians by a wide margin within the service, singling
out recruits for especially heavy
assault.
One plausible theory is that
these strains have a high degree
of contagion where persons who
have not built up an immunity
to them from previous exposure
are brought together in closecontact living conditions, as in
an Army barracks.
The vaccine was developed at
Walter Reed Army Medical Center here by a research team
headed-br-er.--Ililaurice Hilleman.

Thepresident of
Tannouncesa
P-XSunra.
gre,atnewscientific discovery
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Defense Secretary Charles E.
truck with open throttles have
Wilson recently presented Batecrashed through permanent bar-.
man the Distinguished Civilian
piers erected by the Communists.
Service Award, highest military
Men have swum the Havel
decoration for civilians, in recogRiver and border canals to freenition of his work.
dom. People have escaped on
Results Known In June
bicycles, horse-drawn carts, caExtensive trials of the vaccine
noes, motorboats, rowboats, buses
were conducted last winter. at
and excursion launches.
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. Hille'inan
Young children have been
will formally announce the rebrought across the border in
By
JOSEPH
STERLING
sults at a medical seminar sponbaby carriages. Older folks have
sored by the American Medical United Press Staff Correspondent ben pushed across in wheelAssociation in New York June
BERLIN tr) — A five-cent chairs.
5.
Four members of a family
subway ride through the Iron
Pending this official presenta- Curtain is the
most widely used from Ruedersclorf,' a few miles
tion, Hilleman refused to give escape route to
east of Berlin. asked asylum in
freedom.
a reporter specific figures on the
Here - M isolated Berflhãhti- -the French' sector of the eity
field test results. The fact that Communists
literallx, use an un- after a roundabout three-day
the vaccine was more than 90 derground
journey of 200 miles over canals
railroad to flee
per cent effective was learned the West.
and rivers in a pasenger excursion
from other sources of unquestionThey use the subway which boat belonging to the family.
able authority.
A group of three families from
still connects East and West in
The test at Fort Leonard Wood this split city. And
-usually the a village near Magdeburg -rode
reproduced on a large-scale • escape trip is an
uneventful the 75 miles to Berlin by railroad
trial off_tile vaccine conducted short an4-4MA -as -the-1-?•block • *4_6444 eliOlpirised- -as -a—lune-rat
at Fort Dix, N. J., in Ike winter ride on the New
YOrk subway cortege. They were dressed in
of, 1955-56. The vaccine was from Times Square
to Columbus black and carired weaths — their
administered to 311 recruits at Circle.
passports to freedom. Instead of
Fort Dix, and was found to be
Since refugee records were going to a West Berlin cemetery,
98 per cent effective against started in 1949, the
flight of as they told border guards, they
the particular strains of virus 1,800,324 East Germans
has been reported to a refugee reception
it was designed to combat.
recorded in. West Berlin and center.
Another vaccine against the West Germany. Many, many
Most r•P 7.4s,U nspectac la r
military strains of adeno virus thousands more fled to the
West
has ben developed at the National without registering.
But most of the flights are
Institutes of Health by a research
Perhaps as many as half of less spectacular. The great
drama
group 'under the leadership of those who sought asylum in
West and danger come when refugees
Dr. Robert J. Huebner. This Berlin came by subway.
try to enter West Berlin from
vaccine also showed good results
Some Dramatic Escapes
the countryside of East Berlin.
in preliminary tests yn Navy
Theie have been dramatic es- Only four roads are open and all
recruits at Great Lakes Training capes. Soviet Zone residents tryare guarded. Along 75 miles of
Center in Chicago in the winter ing to flee have been shot on
border are barbed wire entangleof 1955-56.
'the East-West border. Heavy tnents, road-blocks, ditches,
watch

Subway Ride
Most Used
Escape Route

towers and posts manned by
police with tummy guns.
At the 28-mile border between
other stop). The Iron Curtain
East and West Berlin, it is anhas great holes in it.
The Reds have channeled traffic through special checkpoints
and instituted customs checks but
for some reason have never
placed great restrictions on traffic
Subway and elevated trains
cross the border-without regular
checks. People -- cross it on foot
merely by showing identity curds.
East Germans excite suspicion
only if they bring along suitcases.
Most come with only the clothes
on their backs, but one dug lover
brought six dogs with her. She
made six subway trips. On each
trip she brought one dog.

Plant To Make
Fish Flour Is
Established .
NEW BEDFORD, Mas. —11T-A Midwest _biochemist has moved into New BecIfofd to reap
some of the trash fish harvest of
the Atlantic &teen.
Ezra Levin, (president of the
VioBin Corp., of Monticello, Ill)
plans to process fish into a highly
nutritive fish flour and fish meal.
The flour, an additive, is odorless and tasteless. Levin says it
can greatly enhance the nutritive
qualities of cereals, flour, corn
meal soups and other foods.
The new plant will be the first
in the United States to produce
fish flour—"a stabilized, deodorized product of high biological
value."c.
.11

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. —O—
IN ONE HOUR,
ONE

BY

ONE

A .38-caliber revolver taken during a burglary here in 1939 was
recovered recently by Chicago
police. The gun was one of five
weapOns taken during the burglary and was the third to be
recovered in the past 15 years.

If not pleased, your 40e back at
any drug counter. This STRONG
germicide sloughs off infected
skin. Exposes more germs to its
killing action. Use instant-drying
T-4.,1 • ..04y oce.nieitt. Sow at
Holland Drug Company.

•

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St.
Phone 262

Mercury sets the pace at
1957Indianapolis 500-mile race

INDIANAPOLIS 500-141LE RACE

isms to the car that, in our opinion, shows the biggest advance in styling and
performance."_ToNv HULMAN. Chairman of the Board, Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
At right, F. C.
Reith, Vice President, General Manager, Mercury Division, Ford Motor Company. At
left, Tony Hulman.

"ml HONOR ALWAYS

...sets the pace in size and style

DK 0
For many years intensive research
has been devoted to the chemical element boron. Until recently
boron has been little known to the
public, but scientists have long
+Considered it a potential source of great energy. This intensive
research on boron has led to its use in jet fuels, and it is being
tested now for powering interoontinental guided missiles.

sets a record for low-cost luxury

D-X Sunray scientists have kept abreast of this research in an
effort to produce a better motor fuel for you. Now, as a result of
expanded research facilities, a ten-million-dollar investment in
refining equipment, and hundreds of thousands of miles of test
driving, we have perfected an entirely new motor fuel. I am
proud to announce D-X Boron!

The choice of Mercury to pace the Indianapolis
Classic dramatizes the fact that The Big M is the
new yardstick of your money's worth.
'In size, Mercury brings you the biggest size increase
in the industry_more room and comfort in every
important dimension.
In styling, only Mercury offers you Dream-Car
Design. Here's completely different styling, shared
with no other car.
In rid*, only Mercury offers you Floating Ride_

D-X Boron Motor Fuel is an extremely important discovery to
every motorist. With D-X Boron you will enjoy more power per
gallon than from any automotive fuel available today. D-X Boron
will obtain maximum road performance from your car—new or old.
It has always been our policy at D-X Sunray to guarantee all of
our products unconditionally. D-X Boron is no exception.
I personally invite you to visit your neighborhood D-X dealer
And try this great new motor fuel today.

themost effective combination of bump-smothering
features ever put between you and the road.
In performance, Mercury leads with the highest
standard compression in its field, highest torque
for regular production engines.
Yet never has so much bigness and luxury cost
so little! The Big M is priced an easy step above the
low-priced three. No wonder Mercury is setting the
pace everywhere for style, size, performance, luxury
_and value!Why notstop in at our showroom today?

MERCURY for'57

R. W. McDowell

THE
BIG

with DREAM-CAR DESIGN

America's fastest growing oil company
Motor Fuel

•
D-X SUNRAY OIL COMPANY (Subsidiary)
'''.
,r'
SUNRAY MID-CONTINENT OIL COMPANY if
.......,,,c... ....,t),
(
Tulsa, Oklahoma

.1.3C

tor.. ,59iv....1 In t., s

•

WILSON MERCURY SALES

—*lie
\

ip

Peer, Office

515 So. 12th St.

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 730

•
•
•
•

.‘
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Women's Pa ge
Jo Burkeen, Editor

Weddings
Club News

. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J

Locals
Activities

4eirme

Pittman-Miller Engagement

Mrs. Taylor Opens
Her Home For Meet
Paris Road Club

1

Garlan Home Scene
Of Atm Hasseltine
Class Meeting

The Paris Road Homemakers
Club held its regular monthly
meeting at the home of Mrs.
John Tom Taylor on Thursday.
May 9, at one o'clock in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Alive Steely and Mrs.
Lyda Sue Collins explained the
major lesson on "Applying the
Slip Cover Flounce and Placket."
The group viewed the finished
product which was beautifully
done by the two leaders The
slip cover was in a hunter green
water repellant type material and
cording was used at the vantage
points and the plackets were
closed by snaps.
After the chair Was repaired
and the springs reworked, the
Miss Georgia Ann Pittman
addition of the slip cover gave
the chair "that store bought
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Pittman of Akron, Ohio,
look." The well selected, beautiformerly of Calloway County, announce the engagement
fully, tailored slip cover is the
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Georgia
way to bring charm, individually,
and color into the home. Almost Ann, to Donald F. Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
any piece of furniture can come Miller, also of Akron.
The bride-elect will graduate in June front Kenmore
to live and into use under the
High School. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Charles
slip cover.
During the rereational period Orr of this county.
an appropriate game for the
Mr. Miller is a graduate of Akron South High School
season was played which was and Goodyear Industrial University.
Before entering the
"Do You Know Your Berries."
Army, he was affiliated with the Goodyear Aircraft
Refreshments were served by the
Corporation as an aeronautical draftsman. He is now
hostess.
The club have an all day stationed in San Francisco, California.
;
The wedding date has been set for June 15.
meeting at the City Park on
June 13. Mrs. Billy Edmonds
and Mrs. Pat Coleman will attend
the main lesson leaders training
meeting May 22, and they will
then instruct the entire club
Tuesday, May 14
auditorium.
at the June meeting in the
The morning Woman's Society
• ••• •
making of aluminum trays.
of Christian Service of First
••••
Murray Star chapter No. 433
Methodist Church will meet with Order of the Eastern Star will
Mrs. E. A. Tucker at nine-thirty hold its regular meeting
at the
o'clock. Guest speaker will be Masonic Hall at,seven - thirty
Rev. Orval Austin.
o'clock.
••••
Wednesday. May 15
The Book Group of the AAU'W
The J. N. Williams chapter of
will
meet
at
the home of Mrs. the United Daughters of the
Mrs. Orbie Culver opened her
. home for the meeting of the William Wamsley, 1802 Main Confederacy will have a potluck
Street,
at
seventhirty o'clock.
luncheon at Mrs. W. Z. Carter's
c Dexter Homemakers Club held
••••
cabin at twelve-thirty o'clock
on Tuesday, May 7, at onethirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The expression pupils of Mrs. Transportation will be furnished
• •• •
"Finishing Slip Covers" was Charlotte Whitnell will be pre.
-.the lesson studied by the group. sented in a recital at sevenThursday, May 16
The B & PW Club will have a
The members also discussed the Shirty o'clock at the high school
potluck
minor lesson Clik "Flowers and
supper
at six-thirty
o'clock in the Murray Electric
-- Gardening."
office.
The devotion was read by Mrs.
• •••
Culver who also lad in prayer.
"An
Hovres Recreation in
The minutes were read by Mrs.
Musicke", a concert of madrigal
Dona Ernstbetger and the roll
music will be presented by Murcall was answered by each memThe Business Guild of the ray State College Madrigal Singber giving her favorite flower.
Christian Women's Fellowship of ers in the reference room of the
Mrs. Neuman Ernstberger made the First Christian Church met college library at eight _o'clock.
a report concerning the district at The ch-CircE parlor on Wednes- The public is cordially invited
meeting held at Muregy- State day, May 8, at seven - thirty to attend.
• • ••
College. Orders were taken for o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Louise Dick gave the dealuminum trays to be made at
Friday, May 17
votion. Rev. Howard Nichols,
the June meeting.
The Sigma Department of the
pastor of the church, presented Woman's Club will have their
The recreational period was the lesson which was a continua- regular meeting at the
club house
conducted by Mrs. Lee Ernst- tion of the book of Romans.
at seven-thirty o'clock. Hostesberger. Refreshments were servThe chairman of the Guild, ses are Mrs. Joe R. Simms, Mrs.
ed by the hostess to the ten Mrs. Louise Jellison, presided at Roy Starks, Mrs. James
Payne,
members including one new mem- the meeting.
Mrs. Cody Russell, and Mrs. A.
ber. Lovely arrangements of
Mrs. William VanMeter and G. Wilson, chairman, will onspring folwers were used at Mrs. B. J. Hoffman, hosteses, side at the meeting.
vantage points throughout the served refreshments to those
••••
house.
present.
Saturday. May 18
The next meeting will be held
The June meeting will be held
The Captain Wendeg, Oury
June 3.
in ;he home of Mrs. H. B. Bailey. chapter of the DAR will meet at
the home of Mrs. Cleo Gillis
Hester at two-thirty o'clock. Mn.
John L. Mitchell will be the
cohostess.
••••
One hundred and fifty-sise years
ago (1801). Tripoli declared war
on the United States; ten days
later four ships. Enterprise, Essex, Philadelphia and President
were on their way to the Mediterranean_

II

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mrs. Lester Garland was hostess for the meeting of the Ana
Hasseltine Sunday School Class
of the Memorial Baptist Church
held on Friday, May 10, at seven
o'clock in the evening.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Ocus Boyd who presented
an inspiring message using as
her scripture Matthew 28. She
closed with prayer.
Mrs. C. J. Bradley, president,
presided at the meeting. The
minutes of the April meeting
were reed by Mrs. Mavis Dowdy,
secretary. Ways to improve the
attendance and other activities
of the class were discussed.
-During the social hour- refreshments were served by the hostess. A fellowship hour was enjoyed by the group.
• • ••
SUITED HIM TO "Tw
LOS ANGELES OF - Alvin
W. Balzer, 72, recently convicted
of drPiehte too slow
20 rni",
hour - on a freeway contended the speed was "just about
right" for his model T.
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PERSONALSIgeolor Hetyarmon
Visiting with Mrs. Flora Phillips on South lath Street this
past week was her granddaughter and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Veazey of Chatanooga,
Tenn.
• •• •
Mr. and Mrs. Greene Wilson
of Lynn Grove Road had as
their guests this past week-end
Mr. Wilson's brother, Randolph
Wilson and Isla daughter, Mrs.
Betty Killion and her two grandchildren, Patricia and Tommie.
They are now vacationing the
rest of the week at Linnhurst
Resort.
They went fishing Sunday and
the Wilson brother's and Fred,
son of Greene, caught 14 bass
with the largest being caught by
Randolph which weighed 414 lbs.
• • ••
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Morris
and baby of Belleville, ILL, have
been spending their vacation
with Mrs. Morris' pareei.,
and Mrs. B. K. Trevathars and
other relatives.
• •••
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Bizzell
spent Sunday in Evansville, Ind-,
as the guests of their daughter,
Joyce, and husband.
• •• • .
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas
Murdock and son, Ricky, returned to their home in Madison,
Wisconsin, Sunday after a visit

TUESD

ACTRESS GRANTED DIVORCE

HOLLYWOOD lel - Actress
Veda An Borg, 37, has been
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
granted an interlocutory divorce
CHICAGO - A paint from television director Andrew
Philp Murdock and Mr. and
expert says the tendency of inMrs. John Workman. Mrs. MurMcLaillen. 37-year old WU of
dock and baby remained in dustrial designers to harmonize actor rictus
. Me/.04.100and beautify the interiors of new
Murray last week while Mr.
factories
may
play
havoc
with
Murdock, who is a member of
safety precautions.
the faculty of the college of
- le
Robert
A.
Fergussen,
presideut
agriculture of the University of
of Rust-Oleurn Corp., said strong
Wisconsin, went on the special
colors used to signify dangerous
farm tour conducted by the TVA.
ior moving equipment are being
• •••
•
'toned down to fit the decor.
As a result the colors may no
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
longer be recognized as
danger
- ADMISSION PRICES Fergusson said his firm, in coChildren
214
operation with the American
Adults
74e
Students (with carafe)
CHICAGO
Men are Standards Association, worked
making more of the family pur- out color symbols for factories
chases in western states, accord- several years ago. Certain basic
ing to a study made by the colors now are generally acFoundation for Management Re- cepted, he said, such as:
Alert orange for portions of
search. Western men today make
about 40 per cent of the actual machines or equipment which
retail purchases, whereas they might crush, cut, electrocute or
made only 30 per cent five years otherwise injure.
Vivid yellow to indicate tripago, the foundation said.
.ping or moving equipment haz_
The surv' e was ma& et-5,000 ards and objects such as low
families in Colorado; Wyoming, beams.
Kansas, Utah, New Mexico, Idaho
Pimento red for all fire proand Nebraska.
tection and fire fighting equipThe rise in male purchasing was ment.
attributed to two reasons:
foxifisw
Precaution blue to mark elecThe shorter work week has trical controls, elevators,
less
EDV.4
t•
ma
ma
se
given men more leisure time for hazardous areas, operating
levers.
hobbies which necessitate buying
Safety green to identify first
something.
ROCK
'aid kits, safety equipment and
A larger proportion of wives locations.
now hold jobs leaving them less
Purple to warn against njg:.
WI
MINEO
time for shopping.
tion hazards.
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B g-car ride

•

A completely new "Inner Ford" brings you a new kind of ride—the smoothest, quietest ride the money can buyl

1—Contal
4—Strike,
a—Band ,
around
12-11avIrn
truer*:
14—Quota
15—Symba
tarrtalt
16-11.-aat ,
17—SI nUar
19—Prefix
former
10—Incline
22—Loas a
conarl,
feeling
54—Heel I
26—Wheel
28—Fond
30—Bark

35-Baker'

produi
23—ConJoi

•

Mrs. Orbie Culver
Hostess For Meet
Homemakers Club

Business Guild Of
Christian Women's
Fellowship Meets .

4

and big-car pride

"ID°"tt

With the longest, loveliest, low-priced car at your command, you'll have every reason to be proud, and mighty popular, tool

•

VOTE FOR

eitcadie .2a444:1,e4
Candidate For

REPRESENTATIVE

• ••• •
Mrs. Billington Is
Hostess For Harris
Grove Club Meeting

Democratic Primary
May 28, 1957
A WORKING MAN AND A FRIEND TO
THE WORKING PEOPLE

I

have

Mrs Marvin Billington w a s
hostess for the May meeting of
the Harris Grove Homemakers
Club with ten members present.
"Finishing Slip Covers" was
Ulf subject of the lesson given
by Mrs. John Warren.
Mrs. Bill Wrather, Keside,nt,
celled the meeting to order. She
appointed Mrs. Eugene Nance
and Mrs. A. D. Stark to serve
on the nominating committee to
select officers for the next club
year.
The devotion from Psalms 100
was given by Mrs. Clifton Jones.
The secretary-treasurer's teport
wa's given by Mrs. Jurney. The
club discussed the making of
colored trays soon.
Landscaping a n d gardening
notes were given by Mrs. Alfred
Taylor.
The June meeting will be held
In the home of Mrs. Bill Wrather. Every Wernher is urged to he
present and bring visitors.

— LAST TIMES TONIGHT —
Marlon BRANDO - Glenn FORD

in "THE TEAHOUSE
of the AUGUST MOON"

at low Ford prices
lrbest ofall, it's a bigness you can fret. That's
The '57 Ford was reinvented from the growl
up to give you the ant truly big car ever built :because there's a corrfpletely hew "Inner Ford."
With new suspensions front and rear ... with a
at the price. This is a bigness you can measure-more than 17 feet of it. It's a bigness you can
new wide-base frame ... with a new solidly built
body and more insulation than any other car
weigh-ranging up to more than two jons. But

r

In Its field 77:you rile silently. solidly,smaiily:
And to complete the big-ear picture yom ass 110,111
your choice of Ford's mighty Thuaderbird V-8
engtues•... or the sweetest Biz as
mad
Ford's Mikage Maker Six.

npolodiing• 1100-141, Th....41ethird Sit Stiprrchargoid 9/4 glad5Qip Tluradnbta $11 Super V'-11

WEDNESDAY
and
THURSDAY

ix or V-8 the going's great in the new kind of FORD

1

PARKER MOTORS

701 Main

Murray, Ky.

Phone 373
AM,
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ONLY YOUR AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER HAS A-1 USED CARS AND TRUCKS

ROSLCLARE. Ill. PP - Eugene
Cubley was at the right place
when he yawned and dislocated
his jaw. Cubley, a male attendant
at Rosiclare General Hospital,
simply stepped into another room
and had the jaw wired back
in place.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
"Hamp" Ellis.
For Magistrate, Wadesboro District: Max Parrish.
For Magistrate, Hazel District:
Roy Pool.
For City Judge: William H.
"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.

Is per

word for ono day, minimum of 17 words for 500 - Is per word for throe days. Class/flod ado •re payable In advance.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom brick
house, garage, utility room attached. Large shady lot on paved
street. Beautiful birch cabinets.
Buy owners equity and assume
414% FHA loan, save closing
604 Vine St. Phone 1343-W.
MAP

4ost.

STRAWBERRIES, $5 per crate
today and tomorrow, or 10e per
quart and pick your own. Lakeway Farms, Faxon, Community.
Call 1050 or 3)6-3431.
I TC
sar

FULL STOCK Red Duroc sow 1950 VACK Tractor and equipwith nine pigs. Coy Haneline, ment, A-1 condition, practically
Route 1., Murray, Ky.
M16P new tires. Call 570-M, see at
805 Story Ave.
M14P
SPINET
PIANO.
Responsible
party in this area can arrange
HAIL INSURANCE; plus fire,
most attractive purchase on this
on your tobacco. Protect your
fine Spinet Piano. Write before
crop before hail strikes. With
we send truck- Credit Mgr.,
Galloway Ins. Agency, 1164a S.
Joplin Piano Co., P. 0. Box 784,
5th St., Murray, Ky. Phone 1062.
Paducah, Ky.
M20C Home 151-M.
M18C
MILK ROUTE and 54 Ford truck
in gooci condition, good tires,
doing good business. Priced to
sell. See Willie Glover, Hardin,
Ky., Route 1.
M15NC MODERN 8 ROOM house, near
cotligea
J`trne 1. Mrs.
Bob McCuiston, 503 Olive. Call
Aeswer to Saturday's Puzzle
33.
all6C

ACROSS

11

1
12

lo

23
M
is

BET

34—Soothing
liquids
$7—A continent

ORAL
are;11 N

•

(abbr.)

36—Soft food
40—Low ridge
41—Labels
43—Steps
45—Bar legally
47—Aedlict
49—Moving part of
motor
52—Conjunction
53—Suffix: make
like
54—Huge
55—Ronian gods
56—English queen
51,—Salaries
61—Egyptlaa
goddess
63—Carry
63—Employ

Bus. Opportunities

A gi?

TIDE

EL •DE
T

ER

321
A
AVAS Ij

FOR LEASE

r R

E

6

Want a bus,ness of your own?
A very small investment will
qualify you to take over a
new modern D-X Service Station which has an unusual
.offer for you. We have 3000
D-X Credit Cards in our possession which have been approved and are ready t6 be
distributed to the people of
Murray and Calloway County.
These cards will be presentad
to the aperator of this new
D-X service' station located
at 4th & Pine.' No other company can match this offer.
Call or writeC. W. Parrish or T. P. Lay

TT k4
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IjEPAL

2—Sea in Asia
3—Negative
4—Hurry
5— Possessive
pronoun
6—Note of scale
DOWN
1—Mark left by
wound
1—House pets
6—Part in play
9-Three-toed
1rlT
'
7
"'
7
5
6
7
sloth
10—Guiding
11—Bewitch
13—Part of
.7 ;7 41
fireplace
18—Heathen
21—Viper
22
a
22—One
being
3
Instructed
25
:7
.
26
27
23—Headgear
5.1
25-4irre name
4
,,../ Sz
3'
27—Oceana
2‘,
7Z 30
23—Jumps
VO•
29—Speochea
34 i',, 51
0i1 M
,
3I—Seed containers
i
'
35—Medicinal
plant
'1" 140
VA
- -it sz
(slang)
39 1Shalltivy vessel
42—Likely
44—Climbing plants
46—Stomacb of ox
43—Trial
50—Advantage

v

MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121.
M27C

By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor

ft-Ascend
53--0-apurbln
monkey
64-Small amount
97-Symbol for
nickel
59—Preposition
60—Greek letter

Ph.

11 t

D -X Sunray Oil Co.
Murray, Ky.
2373 Off.
1712-W Rae.
ml6c

Wonted

YARDS TO MOW. Have power
mower. Experienced. Call Frank
Rickman, phone 1965, after 3'30
p.m. Work permanent.
TFC

Film Shop

NEW YORK itfi - "Ancient
FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
persons" 100 years old and older
and venetian blinds. Call 1310.
may be better sugical risks than
Stroud Upholstry Shop,
M24C younger persons and are "exSINGER SEWING Maclaine rep- celent patients," the medical proresentative in Muray. For sales, fession has ben advised by a
service and repair. Contact Mr. surgeon who has treated three
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex, Phone of them, and successfully, for
lizokati- hip- bones.
- - - - -2250-3,
M24t
DY. Harold M. Childress of
LOOK! Free instaltion on all Jamestown, N. Y., contributed
Alum awnings for limited time, this information because there
any size. 10 Alum windows,. 1 will be more and more such
door, $199 installed. Home Com- persons. He got his three in a
fort Co., 18th & Main street. period of 15 years in the general
Phone 1303.
J15C hospital of a city of less than
50,000 population. But is is well
AVON COSMETICS offers wom- known 'that people are living
en without small children,
won- longer.
derful earnings plus beautiful
One of the three lacked only
gifts. Openings in many
rural five months of being 106. The
areas, small towns and in Muryoungest was one mnoth beyond
ray also. Write now, P.O.
Box the century mark. Childress was
465, Owensboro, quick
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
interview. struck by the vivid demonstration
M15C which all three gave that age
36-Mother of
ACROSS
Castor and
in years was a poor index to
1—Headstrong
37-Female sheep
POLITICAL„ ANNOUNCEMENT their bodies and bodily functions.
5-11ebrew
measure
(Pad
The Ledger and Times is auth_.
None Suffers Shock
9—Everybody's
orized to announce the following
40-111 anis name
Uncle
All three had broken their
42—Removes skin
plant
12—Century
persons as candidates in the hip bones in falls. But not one
from fruit
13—Brazilian
44—Kind of race
estuary
Democratic Primary, May 28, was in shock when he got to
horse
14—Man's name
1957:
44—Scorch
15—Shaded walk
them immediately after the acci45—A ppallias
16—Hermits
For clerk of the Court of Ap- dents. Two of the three had
50—Repetition
15—Vast ages
64—Suffix
2.0—Mental Images
peals: Doris Owens.
the broken bones exposed surgiadherent of
21—Correct
55—Sewing retie
FM. State Representative: Owen cally and Childress joined the
24—Sense
56—Egg -ehap,'d
bones by screwing metal plates
Billington; Charlie Lassiter.
57—Feinide deer
26—Cupola
88—ju,eteiv girls
29—Singing voice
For Circuit Judge: H. H. Lovett. into ," them. All withstood this
(rolloq
32-Pertaining to
For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary well.
58—Short' bird
era
as
"The secrets of longevity have
Russell Williams; James H. BlaDOWN
34-Fondle
? never ben discovered, but it
lock
1—Male sheep
36-Falsifier
For County Judge: Dewey D.(seems that mental and physical
Crass; Garland Neale; Waylon'relaxation combined with an
easy acceptance of a changing
Rayburn; Leon Hale,
For County Coart Clerk: Ran- physical world are important,"
dall B. Patterson; Hatton C. he reported to the Medical Society of the state of New York.
Garner.
"The same qualities of mental
For Sheriff: Wortdrow Rickman; Cohen Stubblefield; Harold and physical adaptation which
e'W 7'
• 7'
28
Speight; Trellis Bogges; A. A. allowed these individuals to reach
such an age are now invaluable
"Red" Doherty.
For Jailer: Willard Gordon; In meting the discomforts and
trictions necessitated by proSeth Cooper; Bryan
36
Nanne3r;
nged treatment. Their calm
I
"
Clyde Steele; Leo Carraway;
'
....
"
.
"1.10
reaction to the situation and
Luther Suggs; Ed Burkeen.
For Magistrate, Murray Dis- their willingness -to cooperate
trict: K. B. McCuiston; H. M. anake them excellent patients."
a
04
•4q
His 10-year-plus old patient
Vorkman.
cis
rot Magistrate, Concord Dis- is (so far as is known) the a,.
trict: Otis H. Bucy; Noel Warren; oldest person with successful' tin
119
bone -surgery
. Byerty.
IMOImam OININI•34
For Magistrate, Liberty Dis- to medical literature. In 1952
trict: Almon Willoughby; H. C. 104 cases of 'hip-nailing" in
-a -

FOR RENT1
-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1—Container
4—Strikes
6—Band worn
around waist
12— Hai, Mg
fragrant odor
14—Quote
15—Symbol for
tarrtal urn
16—Beast of burden
17—Simian
19—Prefix:
formerly
26—Incline
23—Loss of
conscious
feeling
1 24—Beef animal
26—Wheel teeth
29—Fond desire
30—Bark cloth
32—Baker's
product
23—Conjunction

NOTICE

Older Person
Better Patient
Than Young

gem was met b* a small crowd
persons over 80 were reported,
after its whistles were heard
but the oldest among them was
throughout Chatsworth. There
16
were a lot of oldtimers to whom
Artery-Hardening
the whistle must have sounded
-This pattern wa.; a woman, an
good. And moat of the youngsmr was a second, who was 101
By RON BURTON
years and nine months old at United Press Staff Correspondent ters who heard stars Shirley
Booth and Shirley MacLaine
the time of the . accident. The
HOLLYWOOD --RR- An old would be there seemed fasoldest of the two had only. a
locomotive
recently
had
the
discinated by the steam engine.
moderate degree of artery'-hardtinction of outdrawing film stars.
ening, a process which was quite
the now strange-looking object
Civilization
marked in the younger. The
let out a series of oldlime train
They checked themselves sin
100 years and one month old
whistles, puffed into a small time to ask for autographs after
man's arteries were in fair condicommunity and soon had at- the scenes were shot for "'Hot
tion.
tracted more persons than the Spell," of course. but they couldThe older woman died four
stars of the picture.
n't conceal their interest in the
months after she left the hospital,
engine.
of heart failure. The man surThs episode served to point
The studio couldn't conceal its
vived less than a year, but died up to the prop men how rare
interest in the engine eitherof
heart
and
kidneys.
of failure
steam locomotives are becoming. especially when it was discovered
The second woman who had her 'It also made them thank the
that ' the rental had increased
1955
is
accident in the fall of
federal government for ordering three times over the last 20 years
living still.
railroads to keep some steam because of the decreasing munChildress pointed to the statis- engines around just in case of 'bers of such engines ,and also
tical proofs of longer life tor "war. The trend is so far in when it was discovered that the
people, especially to a demon- favor of new diesels that the rental price 'included charges
stration that between 1930 and acton was necessary.
for complete steam engine crew
1940 the United States population
The episode with tlie crowd plus a complete crew for the
increased only 7 per cent while looking at the locomotive in- trailing diesel unit.
the number of persons living 'stead of at ,the stars occurred in
realize
propmen
Paramount
beyond 75 Increased -96 per - nt. -the-- Beer Pe-tiniiitirr---Vatiey -corn- -th-if they -reETTY- Uldn'T have tOo
"With the present trend of munity.of Chatsworth Paramount hard a time in thi,s instance.
more people living loner, phy- made a deal with Southern Pacif- They say that it's much, much
sicians can expect to be treating ic to drag a steam engine of 1900- tougher to find a locomotive datan increasing number of indivi- 1915 vintage out of a. storage ing from before 1890. There are
duals in this advanced age barn. It took 48 ours to get up about 150 in the country of
steam, but the tired old engine 1890-1915 vintage.
group," he said.
made it, even hauling four coaOne propman said it's all part
.ches and followed by a, diesel in of the advance of civilization.
Seven years ago (195)) mark- 'event that steam power failed "This is nothing new," he said.
ed the first observance of Armed f§omev.'here along the linet
"You should see the trouble we
But it-didn't fail, and the chug- have to go through when we
Forces Day.
need older sailing ships. Just
civilization you know."
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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take your cousin Deming over enough, heaven knows. Though
tne huruies this tune."
If anything is certain it's that we
"'They are bound to. I think -have nothing to worry about. I'm
worried."
Clear forever and no one would
CbUStp Charles is really
She added aiowly, -I'm sure when ever suspect you of lying."
be planned to come back bare Re
"I think." Nora said quietly,
never expected the case to re- "someone must. Or why was that
picture of Candy sent to me?
open."
"But why did he come?"
Finn seemed to believe It was a
Nora hesitated. "Hazel Huger kind of threat, someone telling
thinks he wants Frank to marry me 1 coulctn't get away with it
And something happened after I
me-for the Pendleton money."
Stuart frowned. "Has Frank went upstairs last night I've been
ever paid any particular atten- trying to tell you all day Someone got in my room and tried
tion to you?"
-Heavens, no! We've known to smother me"
each other all our lives, of course,
He got the story out of her
and were fond of each other. quickly "You had no idea whn
But that's all. Frank nas no it was assuming that this really
more. interest in me than I nave happened?"
She shook her head.
In him." When he was silent she
asked, "What are you thinking?"
"I nate leaving you alone at
"I'm wondering," he said slow- night," he groaned. -Get your
ly, "if Deming was behind the nurse to sleep an your room after
rest of the business: the planted this. And well be married as
handkerchief, the anonymous let- soon as the police agree."
ter. It's the first suggestion of a
"The very first minute," she
motive I've come across so far." promised.
decisively.
head
She shook her
ft started to sprinkle again
-No, that's not possible. It Just and they turned back toward the
Isn't like Cousin Charles."
Inn. "I've been thinking. Nora,"
Stuart was sunk in thought Stuart said after a pause. "ever
He spoke abruptly. "Okay. I see since Finn spoke up at lunch tonow why Deming is anti-Young, day and dropped that bombshell
but how about your aunt? Last about your new will. It's • misnight she didn't try to conceal her take and I hope you won't sign
hostility. All that business about it. To begin with, you ve given
having to face the fact I'd be in me the whole works and I don•t
the family if you married me. want it It's you I want. And
And she Implied I'd been playing you are making enemies at a aad
around with that girl."
A very bad time. Mrs.
time
"It wasn't you as Stuart she Riddle-"
was attacking," Nora explained.
"She bothers you, doesn't she 7"
"It was you as my fiance, you
"She sure does bother me,"
my
beneficiary
in
will.
as
Aunt Stuart admitted. "She is a
Olive is really warped about shrewd woman in a lot of ways.
money." She laughed softly.
She has a sort of low cunning,
Stuart kissed her cheelL "I like and IL don't like those hints she
to see you laugh. You don't laugh was throwing out about not seeenough."
ing you that day. How far would
-When this is over," she prom- she go for money?"
ised him, "I'll laugh and sing all
Nora was appalled. "But you're
day long."
suggesting blackmail!"
"And meanwhile you aren't to
"She did see you that day. She
worry any more. Let's lust run must have seen you if she was
over that afternoon, darling, so close enough to see me, as she
you'll be all set for questioning." claims, and to hear me talking
"We'd planned the picnic so to you."
we'd have a chance to get away
"You try," Nora said, "to make
by ourselves," she replied almost her believe that."
automatically. She had answered
intend to."
the qnestion before. "Hazel fixed
They had reached the inn. In
us a picnic basket and we drove the parking lot there was a specup to Lookout Point, parked the tacular red Jaguar. "Oh," Nora
car and found a good place for cried, "I've got to hurry." She
lunch and a nice cleared spot for pressed his hand, and leaving
a fire. We ate lunch and then him, ran across the veranda and
we talked and talked arid talked. into the lobby.
You were out of my sight only
.meet Mr.
for brief periods of a few minutes
Nora le ationt trli
when you got more wood for the Potter, mild Mr. Potter in about
fire. Then when it grew chilly to spot some murder !inverts.
we drove bark to the inn. About Rend the next installment of
here
six."
"Run for lour
Stuart nodded. "That's clear Morrow.
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2—Wing
3—The sun
4-41Irl's riam•
5—Frank
6—liefaces
7-11efore
6—Fiber plant
9—Fawning
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10—On the (wean
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17—Perfect
If—Unusual
21—Siin of Adam
22—Female horse
21—Wipe out
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by Raaburn Van Buren

MIME an' SLATS

IT OCCURS TO ME, ABBIE,THAT
NOBODY WOULD BELIEVE YOUR
PREPOSTEROUS STORY,
AFTER ALL -IT'S
YOUR WORD
A&AINST MINE.

Open

t

NANCY
CHAPTER 13
YOU realize, Stuart said,
..DO
-that I've teen free nearly
twenty-tour flours and this is the
first time we ve been alone?"
"That's the worst drawback of
the inn,- Nora admitted. "Only
that one living room. On a rainy
day like this it is difficult to arrange any privacy."
She strolled beside Stuart along
a path that led past the tenna
courts toward the stables. Her
blue raincoat was netted and
fastened to the throat out the
hood
was pushed bark
They
walked slowly, hand in nand.
She stole Sidelong glances at
him as though to reassure herself that tie was actually there.
"It's good to be able to walk
out ot doors again." he said suddenly. -To be tree.'
There wasn't, Nora told him, a
single day when she had not
thought of What It meant to be
penned up in a celL
He looked down at her and
smiled. "But that is all behind
us. We'll try to wipe It out. We
have the present. The future.
anyhow. We won't walk far today: It may rain again, and you
mustn't get too tired. But 1 had
to see you alone. Somehow, we
haven't had a chance to find each
other."
She knew what he meant. She.
too, had bad that sense of
strangeness, of • barrier, ever
since their reunion. He turned
and took her in MA arms, kissing her until her Ups were warm
and she clung to him.
"Well," he said at last, releasing her, "that's more like it I
was getting worried about you.
you seemed so cool and remote."
"So neurotic." she said In disgust. "I'm ashamed of going to
pieces last night."
-That was just reaction," he
said quickly. "Look here. Nora.
this is a lousy time to speak of
It but I've got to get things clear
between us. I never saw Candy
Kendrick In my life_ Somone
framed me for that murder.
You've got to believe me. There
must never be a shadow of doubt
in your mind."
"I do believe you." she said. "I
have always believed you."
"You're shivering. Look here,
Nora, you are simply In no condition to be questioned by the
ponce. I can't see why Finn allows It. And, after all. you told
everything you know on the witnew stand under oath. Then
why put you through It again?"
"It's their job," she said, standing In the circle of his arms.
"I hope," ho said tightly, "they
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Rae Foley's new mystery novel

I WAS A (SHUDDER)
FOOL TO HAVE PUT DOWN_L.,

ARE/a T /Of' FORGETTING
SOMETHING -Ski,TH!S
NOTE IN YOUR OWN
HANDWRITING!

ANYTHING IN
WRITING.'

E C..PECIALLY A
PROPOSAL OF
MARRIAC,E TO ME,
THE INNOCENT
GIRL YOU
JILTED:
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AT LAST WE
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THE TRUTH ABOUT
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LIZARD OF OOZE
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I GET IT, CHIEF.'IF SHE'S A
PROFESSIONAL
MODEL,THAT'LL
PROVE IT'S
A FAKE!?

SHE'S THE
POLICE CHIEF'S
DAUGHTER -AND
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PAGE SIX

Restrict-Uw
Of Word Is' .
Urged

minor exceptions he suggested
that whenever upper and lower
teeth meet when they're not
chewing food, that is bruxistic.

Camp...

Rackets...

Relief From Stresses
After questioning decided bruxistic persons, he concluded that
-the teeth grinding act is affording relief from the stresses
of modern living or from the
complexitees of the problems
facing the individual.
"The environmental situation
might best be exemplified by
a victim of the bruxism habit
who performs the act as a relief
of mental tensions such as the
making of deadlines or the meeting of schedules.

(Continued from Front Page)
(Continued from Front Page)
Committee counsel Robert E. outdoor meals and work on other
Kennedy said Newell's testimony techniques. All adults who enjoy
would deal more with Western outdoor activities are welcome.
Teamster chief Frank Brewster Training will be completed by
than with Beck. Brewster was a Mrs. Arlo Sprunger,
co-chairman
principal target of the commit- of training, and by Mrs.
By DELOS SMITH
Young,
tee's March hearings.
Day Camp director.
United Press Science Editor
Beck himself will be recalled
It is announced also that the
NEW YORK a? — There is a
Wednesday or Thursday when annual G i r 1 Scout swimming
move on to restrict the use of
conclude
the committee hopes to
privileges at the college pool,
the word, bruxomania. From the
the current series of hearings, Carr Health Building, will be
way the word has been and is
Kennedy said. So far, Beck has enjoyed the week of June 3-7,
being used by scientists, you'd
pleaded the Fifth Amendment preceding Day Camp week of
think the world was full of
150 times to avoid answering June 10-14.
bruxomaniacs.
committee questions.
At the regular board meeting
"Toll is taken on the nervous
The committee scheduled Lan- of the Murray Girl Scout AssoThat's an unfair reflection on system, tempers become volatile, ds as a witness after taking
ciattln Council, Thursday, May
the human race, said Dr. Samuel and patients are reporting an testimony Monday on a $200,000
16. at 9:30 at the Cabin, there
C. Nadler of Forest Hills, N. Y., increasing amount of grinding loan made .by trucking interests
will be featured the Investiture
because practically everyone in- and clenching as an outlet from to Beck. Trailer manufacturer
of new members and an unusually
dulges in bruxism but not every- frustration."
Roy Fruehauf and trucking exe- complete and effective Girl Scout
However, bruxisM may be as
one is a ma4iac.,_
4-cutive a._ M,. Seypiour said they training film. Designed for- use
`study r-In-Bruxism is the habitual grind- Ord as the -rate.
knew of no subsequent deal as part of training courses for
ing or gnashing of the teeth. dicated. But Nadler felt that which removed Teamster pickets
Nadler after an exhaustivtudy acts which heretofore have been from certain of Seymour's trucks leaders and camp staff, it will
of all that is known abut it, considered "innocent," could now and those of certain other truck- help build the leader's confidence
in herself, for better satisfaction
which is little enough, proposed be "construed as vicious con- ers.
in her job and longer service in
that the word bruxomania should comitants of the habit of bruxQuestions tossed at Fruehauf
be applied only to persons who ism, "such acts as the chewing' and Seymour were based on a Girl Scouting.
While watching and listening
give symptoms other than brux- of gum and the biting and clen- series of memos which purport
to girls and leaders in troop
ching of foreign objects. They
tsm—of being emotionally ill.
to have been signed by Arthur
will bear close scrutiny as deactivity, the audience may partiA Bruxistic World
D. Condon who, like Lando. is
All others would be considered cisive factors in the increasing associated with the law firm cipate in the discussion at any
time by holding up the film
merely "bruxistic," which would incidence of bruxism."
headed by former Sen. Millard
for local consideration of the
make it a bruxistic world. Why,
E. Tydings (D-Md.). The firm
same questions. Leaders are urgrecent observations indicate that
until recently represented Beck
ed not to miss this excellent
people are now even grinding
and Condon assisted him in his
their teeth while looking at TV,
testimony before the committee opportunity, offered at the Board
meeting at which time also final
he said, and chewing gum, penin March.
cils, bobby pins, cigars, and pipe
Condon, at the time of the Day Camp plans will be laid.
(Continued from Front Page)
stems are all bruxistic.
memos was a member of an in. Nadler is a dentist - and In Murray State College Madrigal dependent advisory convnittee
Singers
in
the
Reference
Room
reporting his study to the Ameradvising the trucking industry.
ican Dental Association he voiced of the College Library. Thursday Fruehauf and Seymour also were
evening,
May
16
at
8
o'clock.
the usual dental complaint that
members.
The program under the direcresearch scientists note the part
WASHINGTON tEl --A suburStrike Deal Charged
Baar,
teeth play in various human tion of Professor Robert
Landa was marked in for cop- ban high school principal has
phenomena but don't buckle down will include the following numb- ies of the memos. One of them declared war on tight blue jeans.
to studying the whys and where- ers: "In This Lovely Month of dated Aug. 11, 1955 said New
He doesn't go for tight white
May," "Now Is The Month of England truckers were circulat- T-shirts either.
fores.
Dental science is interested Maying," "Let Us All Flee Love's ing a letter critizing Beck, Frue"They're indecent," he said
because bruxism sooner or later Desire," "Little White Hen," "I hauf and Seymour on the ground "And they don't look neat."
ilamages teeth, either their struc- Love Her Well," "Farmer, What's that a truckers strike was settled
The principal—Samuel J. Cof:hire or the complex of soft That In Your Bag'!" and "Though as a result of a "deal" which fey of nearby Fairfax, a. —
tissues in which they are anch- You May Be Rather Lean."
they engineered.
opende hostilities on tight blue
Members of the group are:
Landa's name popped up at jeans Friday by sending home
ored. Dental science feels there
Is much too much bruxism and sopranos. Barbara Fike, Florence, the outset of the hearing Monday from school about 40 tightly
knowledge Alabama, _And Joyce Tummins, when Fruehauf said the attorney blue jeaned boys
Increased
scientific
Nashville,allPtilessee; altos, Char- represented him when he sought
"A few were wearing those
might reduce it.
4 Nadler's studies turned, up a lotte Reagan, Dresden, Tennessee, —and received—a $1,500,00 loan silly things down on their hips,"
host of suggestions of body condi- and Shirley Wiman, Pryorsburg, from the Teamsters to fight off he said "And those T-shirts are
tions and flaws which might Kentucky; tenors, Robert Baar an attempt by a "raider" to gain undershirts.
"They were a crummy-looking
cause bruxism — few of them and Joe Prince, Crossville, Illinois; control of the Fruehauf combunch."
proven. He found that psycholo- and basses, Dan Erwin, Ferndale, pany in a proxy fight.
_
Moreover, Coffey said, the
Fruehauf said Lando offered
gists also had speculated on Michigan, and Sammy Orr, Rock
conspiracy
Carolina.
business
was
a
Hill,
South
profit
whole
share
with
Beck
the
to
mental conditions which might
Preceeding the madrigal con- that Lands could have made by —the boys decided in advance to
cause it — but again, mainly
cert a program of harpsicord purchasing 40 per cent of the wear the jeans and T-shirt to
speculation in passing.
Many of the psychologists have music will be played by Ed Fruehauf stock from the Roy school on the same day.
"A hair-brained te ea," the
considered bruxism as a symptom Drake, a junior music major from Fruehauf Foundation —the fund
which actually got the $1,1100,0011. principal said. "The ythought it
of mental disease which Nadler Elyr,a. Ohio.
The public is cordially invited Beck, Fruehauf said, rejected leis funny until I called them all
found impossible to jibe with
out of class."
that idea.
the amount of bruxism. With to attend.

Concert To Be...

Prim-1W Dreclares
War On Tight Jeans

- TUESDAY — MAY 14, 1957
some 12,500 pages of comedy
sketches over that span.
A 30-minute mystery .series
starring George Sanders will fill
in for part of the Sid Caesar
show on NBC-TV this summer.
Something c a 11 e d "Key Club
Playhouse" moves in to - t h e
"Treasure Chesi." spot on ABCTV during the warm months.
An auto company (Ford) has
given he okay for five Lucille
Ball-Desi Arnez one hour shows
on CBS-TV next fall. CBS-TV
is killing .off "Big Top." Jerry
Lewis will do his next NBC-TV
special on June 8 with Eydie
Gorme.
And a note from Tennessee
Ernie Ford about the confusion
over Daylight Savings Time. "I
not only get mixed up," says
Ford, "I have a rooster who
has a nervous breakdown every
year along this time."

T

.Channal Swim

Parents Develop
Play Area For Kids

By WILLIAM EWALD
SALT LAKE CITY --8F1— Two
years ago a group of parents livUnited Press Staff Correspondent
ing in this city's southwest secNEW YORK cte - The channel
tion decided' something would
swim....
have to be done to provide a play
An automobile company has
area fur their youngsters. They
decided to build a half-hour
adopted a do-it-yourself apseries around opera star Patrice
proach that could help similar
Munsel this fall. The time spot
communities by-pass tight strings
will be Friday night on ABC-TV.
on the municipal purse.
The Bob Crosby afternoon show
Banded together as a Parenton CBS-TV is shaky with "You
Teacher Assn. Juvenile Protecthe Jury" beginning to shape
-tion Committee, mothers and
up as its replacement. NBC-TV
fathers scouted their neighborhas decided to ditch "Blondie"
hood for a suitable site. When
In favor of "The Court of Last
they found one owned by a local
Resort."
brewery, they made their pitch.
"Playhouse 90" is trying to
The company signed them up
wrangle permission to do the
with a five-year lease.
stories of Flo Ziegfeld, John
Since then, the organization
Barrymore and Damon Runyon.
has built a junior league ball
Nan Fabray has decided to drop.
park that last year provided orout of "June," a TV series for
!aired baseball for some 120
-WRONG- SPOT....
which she reeently cut a pilot'
'boys and -GO-girfs-raTheii- aoiicied
MT. CLEMENS, Mich. — tEl —
film.
advertisng for the park's surEmbarrassed city commissioners
Welles Worries All
rounding fence and the money
Orson Welles pulled a "great voted to transplant the recently
now pays to support the teams.
man" bit during Steve Allen installed "permanent" municipal
Christmas
tree
after
the
Lion:
,
rehearsals last week. He showed
up for rehearsals a couple of Club pointed out it obscurred the
Hays and didn't even notify World War II heroes' monument.
Allen of the routine he planned
IDLENESS BRINGS DIVORCE
to do until hour hours before
HOLLYWOOD (WI — Donald
airtime. Welles finally settled on
"Merchant of Venice" after Al- W. Miller, 31, a salesman, sought
len's crew had gnawed their $850 monthly alimony from his
actress - wife Beverly Miller,
nails down to the knuckles.
Corner at 4th & Main
ABC-TV is quietly experiment- charging she had "discouraged"
ing with video tape on its "Medi- him from working since the,'
cal Horizons" show. Part of marriage in 1954.
Jackie Gleason's summer replacement looks like old 30-minute
Jimmy Durante film shows.
June Havoc totes three pooches
to rehearsals of NBC-TV's "Mr.
Broadway" — she parks them cm
a reception desk outside the
studio. "Studio One" got its lease
at CBS-TV renewed through the
1957-58 season.
Vic Damone got the nod as
Arthur Godfrey's summer replacement on Wednesday nights.
"Arthur Murray Party" will be
switched by NBC-TV from its
Tuesday spot into a—Wednesday
slot beginning July 1.
"Hotel Cosmopolitan" elbows
out "Valiant Lady" on CBS-TV
for three years, comes back to
NBC-TV July
Moore Celebrates Anniversary
The Garry Moore show celebrates its seventh anniversary
Don't know why I'm so big
June 26, with the original cast
I'm two years old!
and strong ...
of Moore, Durward Kirby, Denise
Lor and Ken Carson still around.
Garry estimates they've done

The ball 'park has bleachers,
a well-kept turf and a press box.
Future plans call for blacktoping a 100-by-180-foot area for
basketball, volleyball, badminton
and other sports, laying out a
sandy plot for smaller children
and construction of a pavilion
and restrooms.
The city has cooperated with
the park plan and parents hope
officials one day will provide a
full-tune recreation director. But,
meanwhile, members of the Juvenile Protection Committee are
running the park.
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United Pr
Read The Classifiedi
Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
-with Oxygen- Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
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The delicious flavor difference in Folger's is
"Come on try It...

ounti4t Gtotek,

the,re7s noth n

like
Olds Ownen Let me show you. This J-2 Rocket is
two engines under the hood.
Friends Neat trick—bow does it work?
It's a new progressive carburetor system.
Owneirt
011sb
Gives you more economy ... or
extra power for safety. Take your choice.
I PrIendi Econom y sounds swell ... but with a
big car like this ... ?
engineered the 1-2 Rocket
Old. Ovation You bet! They
Engine for our kind of driving ... top
efficiency at normal driving speeds because
it's fuele'd by one carburetor.
Mends How about that extra power?

SER

YOUR
,

AUTHORIZED
May

1

F?ocket!"
You taste it in every steaming cup-the
unusually rich, tangy flavor of nature's
choicest coffee. For that's what Folger's is-a

throttle and two extra
Olds Owners Give it
carburetors cut in. It's mighty reassuring
to know you've got that extra power
in the bank.
Friends I get it. Economy when you want it—
power when you need it.
Owners Correct. But talking about it won't give
you the whole story. This one you've got
to drive. Climb in—let's go.
PEltSONAL Your Olds dealer would like you to try I-2.
NOTE: too! It's available now on all model/,
including the Golden Rocket 88, lowest.
priced Rocket Engine ear. Be hi guest
for America's newest driving experience.
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unique and individual blend of naturally more flavorful
Mountain-Grown coffees!
S.

These rare mountain coffees, grown where there is
an abundance of fertile volcanic soil, warm tropic rain,
and year-round sunlight, are conceded to have the most
satisfying flavor known.
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Discover for yourself the rewarding difference in
Mountain-Grown coffee. Distinctively rich. Unusually
tangy. Unmistakably Folger's1
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So much richer In flavor that
you Sr. urged to us* 1/4 iee•
then with lower priced brands.
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